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KRUUSE Chew-Stop

KRUUSE Chew-Stop
Discourage licking or biting and encourage healing.
Our best-selling Vet-Flex bandages are now available with a lick and chew deterrent!
Impregnated with a non-toxic bitter ingredient, Chew-Stop protects wounds after
surgery or wound dressing change and allows for healing with less risk of interference
from a curious pet.
Cat. No
160675
160676
160677

Description
KRUUSE Chew-Stop, 5 cm x 4.5 m, 10/pk
KRUUSE Chew-Stop, 7.5 cm x 4.5 m, 10/pk
KRUUSE Chew-Stop, 10 cm x 4.5 m, 10/pk
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Did you know?
n
n
n

Licking a wound increases the risk of infection and tissue or suture damage, which may prolong healing
It is a myth that dog saliva contains antibacterial properties
You can use the BUSTER Bootie for additional wound protection on top of the KRUUSE Chew-Stop bandage

www.kruuse.com
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Application
1. Fixate the end of the bandage and apply evenly over the injured body part
2. Stretch the bandage according to the level of compression needed
3. When application is done, tear the bandage without twisting it
4. Gently squeeze the layers together to enhance the cohesiveness
Use for
n Use KRUUSE Chew-Stop as a secondary/tertiary bandage on top of a primary/secondary dressing
to prevent animals from licking or biting the bandage
Removal
n Unroll the bandage or cut gently with bandage scissors,
being careful not to cut into the skin
Do not use
n If the patient or user is allergic to latex
For veterinary use only

Let’s wrap it up!
Reliable and stable fixation
The high weight of the material, 35 g/m2, makes the bandage
strong and firm, yet comfortable. Provides excellent compression.

Easy to remove
The features of KRUUSE Chew-Stop cohesive bandages make them
very easy to remove even without scissors.

Easy to tear
No scissors needed! Simply pull in opposite directions to tear in a
straight line.

Hygienic
The bandage is water-resistant, which helps prevent water from
penetrating the layers. Each roll is individually wrapped in an
easy-to-tear pouch.

Very flexible
KRUUSE Chew-Stop can be stretched to almost double the
unrolled length! You can bandage all types of injuries on the
animal’s body and still control the compression.
Excellent elasticity
Spandex threads provide suitable shrinkage, which is necessary to
give firm compression and fixation. With proper application the
bandage will not constrict.

Good patient and user compliance
The fact that the bandage is very light, does not constrict and is
not sticky to touch makes it more comfortable for the animal and
easy to work with for the vet and owner.

Easy to tear

Latex threads

Spandex threads
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Skin-friendly
KRUUSE Chew-Stop is coated with latex, which makes the bandage
cohesive. It doesn’t stick to surfaces like skin or hair and the
porosity makes it breathable, hence it is skin-friendly.

